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To: numanuma@columbia.edu

Dear Pioneering Columbia College,

When the puritans settled New York in 1646, they stood atop a hill in northern Manhattan and proclaimed to all  those inhabiting the
island, "Upon this hill will sit a glass structure, signifying vivacity and hosting awesome campus groups." Tonight we come to honor
those puritans, their legacy, and that structure in an event we call "Glass House Rocks." Student groups of every stripe will be
represented, dance teams will put on performances in two acts with creative uses of the Lerner ramps, and you'll see that kid from
your floor last year that you always see around campus but aren't sure whether you want to hang out with them and you'll either
awkwardly say hello or that "we should do coffee sometime." Everyone will be there; our student center becomes an eccentric party;
it'll be a good time.

In other exciting news, CCSC has moved to the cutting edge of student body politics and created a YouTube channel
http://www.youtube.com/CCcouncil.  Don't make it your homepage quite yet, we're still developing it. But we've posted our first
"welcome" video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=942T4dEFPmg. Some may view our latest move as a shameless rip off of
www.youtube.com/whitehouse and www.youtube.com/barackobama, and you may be right. We expect to use our YouTube channel in
much the same way: to open the doors of our council, to update you on our projects, and to elicit  your response. We will add videos
frequently, have council members detail many of the initiatives we are working on, introduce you to each member of your student
council, and give you a seat at the table. This is the beginning of our dialogue via video, but only one portion of our larger
conversation.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
1. Glass House Rocks: Time Machine (Tonight)
2. Statement on the Passing of Eric Harms
3. Discussing a Change to Columbia College's A+ Policy (CCSC)
4. Summer Research Opportunities at Columbia (CCSC)
5. CU Move (Get active and move with Alice!)
6. Join Nightline
7. Project for the Homeless
8. Breakthrough Collaborative
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

1. GLASS HOUSE ROCKS 2009: THE TIME MACHINE

Travel to a distant time as CCSC, ESC, GSSC, and SGA stage a complete takeover of Columbia's very own Glass House for the
biggest party of the year! 

Free food, T-shirts, DJ, Games, and Performances by your favorite CU dance groups while student groups liven every space in
Lerner.  A night not to be missed!

Thursday, February 5th
9pm-1am, Lerner Hall
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

2. Statement on the passing of Eric Harms on behalf of Columbia College students:

"On behalf of the students of Columbia College, we are deeply saddened by the death of fellow undergraduate Eric Harms.  We send
our condolences to our Engineering Student Council friends who have lost a treasured colleague, to his suitemates who have lost a
companion, and to his friends on campus whose lives he touched while here. Our thoughts and sympathies are with his family during
this time."
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

3. CCSC is discussing a change to Columbia College's A+ Policy, to affect only the incoming class and beyond. CCSC would like to
know what you think about this issue:

At present, a professor may assign a grade as high as an A+, which counts as 4.33 in GPA calculations. Some students and campus
publications such as Spectator and the Blue and White Journal have brought up the concern that there are grading disparities across
departments. The argument has been made that humanities majors have fewer opportunities to earn A+/4.33 grades because their
professors do not award A+ grades on principle or do so very rarely.

Although CCSC does not formulate grading policy, it could request that the Columbia College Committee on Instruction (COI) amend
the current policy. CCSC is considering three possible courses of action:
1. Propose that the COI keep the A+ but count it as 4.00 in GPA calculations (the same as an A) rather than a 4.33.
2. Propose that the COI eliminate the A+.



3. Make no proposal, i.e., continue the status quo.

Disclaimer: Again, this would not affect current Columbia College students. If either of the first two options were adopted by the COI,
the new grading policy would only affect the incoming class and the ones following it at the time of its adoption.

We recognize that there are serious arguments on all  sides of this issue. Most students who have expressed their views, and most
CCSC members do not support the idea of eliminating the A+ entirely. Proponents of rescaling the A+ argue that doing so would be
fairer to humanities majors and would make grading policy more coherent.  On the other hand, proponents of the current system
argue that A+ grades compensate for the fact that low grades are more common in science classes than in the humanities.  They also
argue that eliminating or rescaling the A+ would hurt Columbia students' chances in the job market and in applications to graduate
schools. However, most medical and law schools in the U.S. already rescale A+ to a 4.0.

Your opinion is important.  Please send CCSC your thoughts and feedback: kjw2119@columbia.edu
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

4. Summer Research Opportunities at Columbia

Are you interested in doing summer research at Columbia? Please fill out this quick survey. Your response will help increase the
number of research opportunities available on campus. 

http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.aspx?sm=2WRDykDcsG2OP13_2bTItm_2bw_3d_3d
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

5. Move with Alice!

It's 2009!  Capture the momentum of a new year and take time to renew your mind, body, and spirit.  Plus, as a reward for your effort,
you can earn great shirts, water bottles, music gift cards, and more. Beyond these great incentives and countless health benefits,
physical activity can help you improve concentration, increase energy levels, and relieve stress.    

CU Move (formerly the 100 m.i.l.e. club) is an exercise motivation and tracking program that offers the University community an
opportunity to learn about, design, and record personal fitness activities using an online, interactive tool. Participants set individual
exercise goals and record progress on their personalized exercise journal. CU Move is free and open to all  Columbia students, faculty,
staff, and alumni. Progress is measured according to the number of minutes a user spends exercising. The goal is to spend at least
100 minutes per week doing physical activity.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

6. Join Nightline

Are you a good listener? Do your friends come to you for support? Do you want to help people on our diverse college campus?

Consider Joining Nightline!! Come to one of our info sessions to learn about how you can get involved:

Friday 1/30 @ 3 pm in Lerner (3rd floor in front of Ferris Booth Commons), Sunday 2/1 @ 1 pm in 407 Barnard Hall,  Sunday 2/1 @ 7
pm in Lerner (3rd floor in front of Ferris Booth Commons)

Contact the directors at cuNightline@gmail.com for more information
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

7.  Project for the Homeless is looking for volunteers to help us keep homeless New Yorkers safe and warm in the cold winter nights!
You can volunteer just one night a semester if you want ? or more! Please visit our website to find more information and to sign up for
a night:

http://www.columbia.edu/cu/pfh/ Thank you! Contact us at columbiapfh@gmail.com

-Coordinators Rachel Anderson, Lauren Biggs, Han Kim, Luke Liu, and Jay Ruddy

Project for the Homeless is a Community Impact group.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

8. Breakthrough Collaborative will be having an information session for its Summer internship program on February 11, 2009 in Lerner
503 at 8:00 p.m. Breakthrough is a nation-wide educational not-for-profit that empowers college students to teach under-resourced,
high-potential middle school students during the summer. These students have made a six-year commitment to work with
Breakthrough in order to attain their goal of college acceptance and graduation. Breakthrough sites offer stipends and housing. For
more information, please contact Sean Udell at smu2106@columbia.edu or visit our website at www.teachbreakthroughs.org.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

See you guys tonight at Glass House.

Your aspiring YouTube stars,
George, Adil, Laura, Ian and Robyn

Were you wondering what YouTube video I would link to in this email? CCSC's first of course! http://www.youtube.com/watch?



v=942T4dEFPmg

Actually, the women's basketball team plays UPenn this weekend and we found this recording from their Philadelphia campus:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u75yOQlrQ8s

--
George A. Krebs
Student Body President
Columbia College

gak2105@columbia.edu
Cell:  617 610 1096


